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Abstract Wiki is a collaborative authoring platform for collective information to quickly gaining popularity 
in content publication. However, Wiki lacks of the reusability and interoperability to support a wider range of 
publication requirements. On the other hand, Linked Data approach, which may be considered as a new wave 
of Semantic Web, is turning from the conventional HTML-based Web to RDF-based Web, and creating 
added value from data. Linked Data also makes the World Wide Web into a global database that we call the 
Web of Linked Data. Clients (human and agent) can query Linked Data from multiple sources at once and 
combine it on the fly. EPUB specification is the most widely adopted and deployed standard for electronic 
publishing. A significant challenge of Web content (Both wiki and RDF) rendering is how to automatically 
convert Web content into the EPUB eBook that can be accepted by EPUB eBook reader. To address Web 
content rendering issues, this study develops two EPUB Generators, including Wiki-to-EPUB Generator 
(WEGen) and RDF-to-EPUB Generator (REGen), to automatically generate EPUB eBook from Wiki content 
and RDF triples. The EPUB Generator contains three main modules: XML Converter, Digital Content 
Repository and EPUB eBook Composer. To demonstrate the feasibility of WEGen and REGen, two EPUB 
eBooks are automatically generated from wiki contents and DBpedia endpoint to reveal the reusability and 
interoperability for EPUB publication. 
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1   Introduction 

Within the last two to three years, the Internet has greatly changed our way of sharing resources and information. 
As well known, Web 2.0 is recognized as the next generation of web applications proposed by T. O'Reilly [1]. 
The main feature of Web 2.0 applications is that they provide a medium for the sharing and exchange of 
resources. These resources, such as Web 2.0 documents allow web developers to take advantage of these 
resources to enrich their own applications or produce new integrated solutions by integrating resources, which 
they could not have provided on their own.  

Wiki is one of the most famous Web 2.0 applications. A large number of participants can create new pages or 
modify existing pages through their web browser easily in wiki platform. It is a collaborative authoring system 
for collective information which is quickly gaining popularity in content publication. In this work, we adopt 
MediaWiki [2] as the collaborative authoring platform. This study uses the term Wiki throughout to mean 
MediaWiki unless clearly specified otherwise. MediaWiki is an extensible open-source Wiki engine written in 
PHP. It provides a complete wiki pages management engine, including authorization control, version control and 
database storage, as well as database design and development capabilities.  

The term Linked Data is first introduced by Tim Berners-Lee [21], which is referred to a series of best 
practices to publishing and connecting structured data on the Web. Technically speaking, Linked Data is based 
on Semantic Web technologies [15, 16], and uses RDF [22] data model to describe statements that link arbitrary 
data resources on the Web and it can facilitate to infer new data resources at runtime through the RDF links, and 
then provide more complete answers as new data resources appear on the Web. More specifically, Linked Data 
which may be considered as a new wave of RDF, is turning from the conventional HTML-based Web to 
RDF-based Web, and provides the means to reach the goal of Semantic Web, also known as Web of data, 
machine-readable Web, or Web 3.0.  

Besides the above, Linked Data also makes the World Wide Web into a global database that we call the Web 
of Linked Data. Clients (human and agent) can query Linked Data from multiple sources at once and combine it 
on the fly. In practice, to make sure the concept of Linked Data is correctly followed; there are four principles 
proposed in Tim Berners-Lee [21]:  

1. Use URIs as names for things.  
2. Use HTTP URIs so that a client (machine or human reader) can look up these things. 
3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful RDF information through SPARQL [23] query. 
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4. Include RDF links to other URIs, so that a client (ma chine or human reader) can discover more things. 
However, the Web of Linked Data is a big collection of RDF triples, where the subject of one triple is a URI 
reference in the namespace of one dataset, and the object of the triple is a URI reference in the namespace of 
another. In addition, by using HTTP URIs to identify resources, HTTP protocol as retrieval mechanism and RDF 
data model to represent resource descriptions, Linked Data is directly built upon the general architecture of the 
Traditional Web.  

  DBpedia [24], plays a key role on the Web of Linked Data. In fact, DBpedia is the machine-readable 
version of Wikipedia, which is the most successful and popular wiki site of current Web; DBpedia is 
automatically generated by processing the pre-existing structured information on each wiki page in Wikipedia. 
More specifically, it is therefore possible that DBpedia has already created a corresponding URI for the resource 
one intend to describe. And as we known, it is essentially a huge collection of RDF graphs. There are three 
different methods one can use to interact with DBpedia: 

1. Using SPARQL to Query DBpedia: DBpedia provides a public SPARQL endpoint service; 
http://dbpedia.org/sparql. In practice, this endpoint is generally used directly by remote agents. 

2. Direct Download of DBpedia Datasets: DBpedia provides a public download URL; 
http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Downloads2014, to directly download its RDF dumps. 

3. Access DBpedia as Linked Data: DBpedia provides a lookup service; http://lookup.dbpedia.org/api/ 
search.asmx, that returns DBpedia URIs for a given set of keywords. 

EPUB [4] is the most widely adopted and deployed standard for electronic publishing, including books, 
magazines, manuals and educational, professional and scientific publications. EPUB significantly increase the 
accessibility, reusability, and interoperability of eBooks to support a wider range of publication requirements.  
This work focuses on converting different Web content into EPUB eBook. The Web content conversion is a type 
of transcoding, which is a technology used to adapt computer application displays and content so that they can be 
viewed on any of the increasing number of diverse devices on the market. 

This study develops two EPUB Generators, including Wiki-to-EPUB Generator (WEGen) [20] and 
RDF-to-EPUB Generator (REGen), to automatically generate EPUB eBook from Wiki content and RDF triples. 
The remainder of paper is organized as follows. The next section presents some related works. Section 3 is an 
introduction to the EPUB publication. A flow-oriented aspect to describe the EPUB Generator architecture is 
presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we demonstrate that the WEGen and REGen can automatically generate 
EPUB eBook for various EPUB eBook readers to display the same Wiki content with different renderings. 
Finally, summary and concluding remarks are included.  

2   Related Work  

EPUB specification is the most widely adopted and interchange format standard for digital publications, such 
as digital books and documents. The current EPUB 3 specification consists of a set of four specifications, 
including EPUB Publications 3.0 [6], EPUB Content Documents 3.0 [7], EPUB Open Container Format (OCF) 
3.0 [8], and EPUB Media Overlays 3.0 [9]. The EPUB Publications 3.0 specification defines overarching 
conformance requirements for EPUB publications and EPUB readers at the publication level. 

The EPUB Content Documents 3.0 specification institutes profiles of HTML5, CSS, and SVG for creating 
content documents of EPUB publications. The EPUB Open Container Format (OCF) 3.0 specification defines a 
container structure for encapsulating the sets of related digital contents that comprise one or more EPUBR 
publications into a ZIP archive. The EPUB Media Overlays 3.0 specification relies on a subset of SMIL to define 
a format and a processing model for synchronization of text and audio. 

In recent years, several research studies [10-12] have focused on the conversion of digital content in EPUB 
eBook format, such as PDF, Facebook. In [10], the authors present a mobile Facebook application on Android 
which turns Facebook contents into an EPUB eBook format for offline-reading purpose. Two main eBook 
formats are supported by most eBook reader: PDF and EPUB formats. The PDF format is widely used to share 
electronic documents allowing cross-platform readability. However, it is not ideal for the reusability to support a 
wider range of publication requirements. On the opposite, the EPUB eBook format is reusable and well suited 
for eBook readers. In [11], the authors describe a system designed for the conversion of PDF books in the EPUB 
format. But, they do not address the issue of how a collaborative authoring platform, such as Wiki, can be 
automatically converted Wiki content into the EPUB eBook which can be accepted by EPUB eBook reader. The 
study develops the WEGen to address the issue. In addition, the study also develops the REGen to automatically 
convert DBpedia RDF triples into the EPUB eBook.  
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3   EPUB Publication 

The EPUB 3 specification is a distribution and interchange format standard for digital publications and 
documents [4]. It defines a means of representing, packaging and encoding structured Web content, such as 
HTML5, CSS, SVG, images. 

3.1   EPUB Open Container Format 

The EPUB Open Container Format (OCF) 3.0 defines a file format and processing model for encapsulating 
the sets of related resources that comprise one or more EPUB Publications into a single-file container [8]. It also 
defines the rules for the representation of this abstract container within a ZIP physical container. An EPUB OCF 
is an abstract container that defines a root directory for the contents of the container. A physical container of 
EPUB OCF is composed of a mimetype file, a META-INF directory, and a content directory, and depicted in 
Figure 1. The mimetype file in the root directory is reserved for using by EPUB OCF ZIP Containers.  

The root directory of an EPUB OCF includes a mandatory directory named META-INF that is used to store 
the following special files. Each file is written in XML standard. 

Required file: container.xml 
It is used to describe the document that is the point of entry for each embedded Publication.  An 
example of container.xml is shown in Figure 2. 

Optional file: signatures.xml  
It contains digital signatures for various assets and license agreements. 

Optional file: encryption.xml 
It contains information regarding the encryption of the EPUB resources. 

Optional file: metadata.xml 
It is used to describe metadata about the EPUB OCF container. 

Optional file: rights.xml 
It is used to store information about digital rights. 

 

 

Fig. 1. EPUB eBook Container 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<container version="1.0" xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:opendocument:xmlns:container"> 
<rootfiles> 

<rootfile full-path="OEBPS/content.opf" media-type="application/oebps-package+xml"/> 
</rootfiles> 
</container> 

Fig. 2. The content of container.xml 

The contents of each of the individual publications can be stored within a specific directory under the EPUB 
eBook container's root. In Figure 2, the subdirectory OEBPS is relative to the root directory for the EPUB OCF 
Container. The OEBPS directory contains an OFP file and a set of physical resources. The OPF file is an XML 
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file that describes an EPUB Publication. It identifies all other files in the EPUB publication and offers metadata 
information about them. The physical resources, such as XML files, HTML files, XHTML files, images files, are 
included in the OEBPS directory. 

3.2   Open Packaging Format  

The Open Packaging Format (OPF) defines the mechanism to provide additional structure and semantics to 
the EPUB publication. The OPF mainly aims to enhance the semantic representation of EPUB publication for 
computer-interpretable effects. An OPF file is written in XML to describe metadata of EPUB publications. The 
basic schema of OPF is shown in Figure 3. The OPF provides four main functions [13]. (1) OPF describes and 
references all components of the EPUB eBook, such as markup files, navigation structures, and images. (2) OPF 
defines the schema of XML to describe the publication-level metadata. (3) OPF assigns the linear reading-order 
of the EPUB publication. (4) OPF provides a mechanism to assign a declarative global navigation composition. 

 

Fig. 3. The EPUB eBook schema 

These basic elements in the OPF are described as follows: 
package element 

It is the root element of the OPF document and encapsulates EPUB publication metadata and resource 
information. The package element must contain metadata element, manifest element, and spine element.  

metadata element 
It encapsulates meta-information of EPUB publications. The metadata element consists of dc-metadata 
element and meta element. 

dc-metadata element 
It represents the elements in the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set [14]. The minimal required metadata 
that EPUB publications must contain three Dublin Core elements, including title, identifier, and language 
elements. 

meta element 
The meta element is optional. It is used to extend the description capability of dc-metadata.  

manifest element 
It provides a complete list of the resources that constitute the EPUB publication, each represented by an 
item element. 

item element 
It represents an EPUB publication resource. Each item element in the manifest element identifies a EPUB 
publication resource by the IRI provided in its href attribute. 

spine element 
It is used to provide the default linear reading order of the EPUB publication content by defining an 
ordered list of item elements.     

itemref element 
It is used to refer to a specific EPUB publication resource. The child itemref elements of the spine 
element represent a sequential list of EPUB publication resources. The order of the itemref elements 
defines the default reading order of the EPUB publication. Each itemref element must reference an item 
element in the manifest element via its idref attribute. 

4   EPUB Generator 

This section develops two EPUB Generators, including Wiki-to-EPUB Generator and RDF-to-EPUB 
Generator. These Generators contain three main modules: XML Converter, Digital Content Repository and 
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EPUB eBook Composer. Due to the different content sources, two XML Converters, including Wiki-XML and 
RDF-XML are constructed separately, yet the other two modules are the same. 

Digital Content Repository contains digital publication resources based on XML and Web standards.  
Examples of publication resources include the package container, content documents, style sheets, audio, video, 
images, embedded fonts and scripts. 

EPUB eBook Composer searches and integrates related content documents for encapsulating a set of related 
resources into a single-file EPUB Container. It supports a ZIP-based packaging and distribution format for 
EPUB eBooks. 

4.1   Wiki-to-EPUB Generator   

Wiki-to-EPUB Generator (WEGen) automatically generates EPUB eBook from Wiki content. Figure 4 shows 
the WEGen architecture with the flow control sequence.  

Wiki-to-XML Converter is developed based on flat-based transcoding approach to convert Wiki content into 
XML documents, including container.xml, OPF document, and XHTML documents. It enables an efficient 
execution of the transcoding, which conforms to the EPUB specifications. The Wiki-to-XML Converter can be 
started via a request URL from Wiki platform. The markup mapping between Wiki and XHTML is presented in 
Table 1. 

 

Fig. 4. The flow-oriented WEGen architecture 

Table 1. Markup mapping between Wiki and XHTML 

description Wiki markup XHTML 
Heading = <h1><hr /> 

bold ''' <b> 
italicize '' <i> 
space  &nbsp; 

line breaks  <br /> 
blank line  <p /> 

block  <div> 
Retaining new lines and spaces <poem> <pre> 

line ---- <hr /> 
lists * <ul><li> 
lists # <ol><li> 

Internal hyperlink [[id | topic]] <a href=''id''> topic</a> 
external hyperlink [URL topic] <a href=''URL''> topic</a> 

table {| border="1"…. |} <table> ..</table> 
head field ! <th> 
data field || <td> 
comment <!--   --> <!--   --> 
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The information flow of the WEGen as following shows: 
1. This step is a community of collaborative authors to edit content on Wiki platform. 
2. This step describes how the WEGen automatically generate the EPUB eBook. 

2.1 The Wiki-to-XML Converter retrieves a Wiki page, and then depends on the predefined flat-based 
transcoding, converting the Wiki page to a specific XML-based document, such as container.xml, OPF 
document, and XHTML documents. 

2.2 The specific XML-based document is saved into the Digital Content Repository, 
2.3 The EPUB eBook Composer depends on the OPF document to retrieve the Digital Content Repository 

to get the related digital contents, such XHTML documents, CSS documents, images. 
2.4 The EPUB eBook Composer packages the related digital contents into an EPUB eBook. 

3. This step shows the user how to read the EPUB eBook with various readers. 
3.1 User uses an EPUB eBook reader, such as smartphone, eBook reader, Web-based eBook reader, and 

Adobe Digital Editions. 
3.2 EPUB eBook reader downloads EPUB eBooks via the Internet. 

4.2   RDF-to-EPUB Generator 

RDF-to-EPUB Generator (REGen) automatically generates EPUB eBook from RDF content. Figure 5 shows 
the REGen architecture together with the flow control sequence. In general, the most popular representation of 
RDF data model is in XML serialization format (RDF/XML). Hence,   

RDF-to-XML Converter is developed based on direct-based transcoding approach to convert RDF content 
into XML documents, including container.xml, OPF document, and XHTML documents. The RDF-to-XML 
Converter can be started via a query request to DBpedia public SPARQL endpoint (http://dbpedia.org/sparql). 
Figure 6 shows the opening page of the SPARQL explorer. 

The information flow of the REGen occurs as follows. 

1. This step is a client (human or agent) to request DBpedia public SPARQL endpoint. More specifically, for 
human, this endpoint could be a Web page. In addition, this endpoint also provides a set of Web APIs that 
can be invoked by the calling agent. 

2. This step describes how the REGen automatically generates the EPUB eBook. 
2.1 The RDF-to-XML Converter retrieves RDF triples, and then converts the RDF statements to a specific 

XML-based document, such as container.xml, OPF document, and XHTML documents. In general, 
These RDF statements are mainly a long list of property-value pairs, and are often presented in a 
XHTML table format. 

2.2 The specific XML-based document is saved into the Digital Content Repository, 
2.3 The EPUB eBook Composer depends on the OPF document to retrieve the Digital Content Repository 

to get the related digital contents, such XHTML documents, CSS documents, images. 
2.4 The EPUB eBook Composer packages the related digital contents into an EPUB eBook. 

3. This step shows the user how to read the EPUB eBook with various readers. 
3.1 User uses an EPUB eBook reader, such as smartphone, eBook reader, Web-based eBook reader, and 

Adobe Digital Editions. 
3.2 EPUB eBook reader downloads EPUB eBooks via the Internet. 

 

Fig. 5. The flow-oriented REGen architecture 
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Fig. 6. DBpedia public SPARQL endpoint 

4.3   WEGen vs REGen  

In previous sections, we have separately argued the flow-oriented architecture of WEGen and REGen. As a 
summary, the major features of comparison between them are summarized in Table 2.  

Table 2. Major features comparison between the WEGen and REGen 

 

5   EPUB Generator Applications 

5.1   An application with the WEGen 

Section 4.1 shows the components of WEGen along with flow-oriented architecture. In this section, an XML 
Q&A EPUB eBook is automatically generated from XML Q&A Wiki contents to demonstrate the feasibility of 
WEGen. The list of XML Q&A items (A) and the list’s wiki markup (B) are shown in Figure 7. The list’s wiki 
markup is transformed by the Wiki-to-XML Converter into an OPF document that describes metadata of the 
EPUB eBook, as shown in Figure 4. A Wiki page (A) is written in Wiki markup (B). The Wiki markup document 
is transformed by the Wiki-to-XML Converter into an XHTML homepage (C) that provides dynamic hyperlinks, 
as shown in Figure 8. 

The EPUB eBook Composer parses the OPF document (see Figure 4) to extract all item elements, and then 
depends on the predefined flat-based transcoding, converting these Wiki pages to XHTML documents. Finally, 
the EPUB eBook Composer package these XHTML documents to an XML Q&A EPUB eBook. The XML Q&A 
EPUB eBook can be displayed in online Web-based EPUB reader bookworm, as shown in Figure 9. 

5.2   An application with the REGen 

Section 4.2 shows the components of REGen along with flow-oriented architecture. In this section, an RDF 
based EPUB eBook is automatically generated from DBpedia contents to demonstrate the feasibility of REGen. 
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First, let us use the WWW inventor Tim Berners-Lee as an example, the corresponding Wikipedia description 
page is shown in Figure 10, and this page has the following URL: 

 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tim_Berners-Lee 

 

 

Fig. 7. The list of XML Q&A items 

 

 

Fig. 8. The Wiki markup converts to XHTML 

 
More specifically, the URL is composed from the prefix, “http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki”, together with the 

subject, “Tim_Berners-Lee”. Next, we start using SPARQL to query DBpedia endpoint. As shown in Figure 6, 
(B) depicts the results format RDF/XML, which represents an RDF graph as an XML document. And (A) shows 
a query representation that is used to find what properties the DBpedia has used to describe the subject’s 
corresponding resource name, “dbx: Tim_Berners-Lee”, where dbx: stands for prefix namespace; 
“http://dbpedia.org/resource”. Next, we run query (C) and the DBpedia return the RDF document, as shown in 
Figure 11. The RDF document is transformed by the RDF-to-XML Converter into an XHTML homepage. Lastly, 
in similar fashion, the EPUB eBook Composer automatically generates the corresponding EPUB eBook, and can 
be displayed in EPUBReader that is an addition of Firefox browser, as shown in Figure 12.  
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Fig. 9. The XML Q&A EPUB eBook displays in bookworm reader 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Tim Berners-Lee’s wiki page in Wikipedia 
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Fig. 11. Tim Berners-Lee’s RDF document return from DBpedia 

 

 

Fig. 12. Tim Berners-Lee’s EPUB eBook display in EPUBReader of Firefox 

6   Conclusion 

Wiki is a popular and widely collaborative authoring platform for collective information which is quickly 
gaining popularity in digital content publication. However, Wiki is limited in the reusability, interoperability, and 
offline reading. EPUB significantly increase the accessibility, reusability, and interoperability of digital 
publications to support a wider range of publication requirements, including various digital content, navigation 
order, flexible layouts, and global typography features. Therefore, EPUB can improve the above issues of Wiki. 
This work presents two EPUB Generators, including Wiki-to-EPUB Generator (WEGen) and RDF-to-EPUB 
Generator (REGen), to automatically generate EPUB eBook from Wiki content and RDF triples.  

At least two research topics are of interest for future study. Firstly, further research will be to extend the 
EPUB Generator with Semantic Web technologies [15, 16] to support additional intelligence in the developed 
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EPUB eBooks by deducing new adaptation rules. By integrating logic rules into EPUB Generator, this approach 
can describe additional semantics of navigation order and personal applications. Semantic Web Rule language 
(SWRL) [17] seems to be the most appropriate language to further study, because it currently is the main 
language for representing logic rules in the Semantic Web. Secondly, future direction of development is to 
investigate how to integrate context-aware technologies into personal needs to facilitate the implementation of 
context-aware personalized search applications [18, 19]. We will attempt to evaluate our proposed method by 
applying context-aware factors, including time, location, task, and preference for dynamically tailor the EPUB 
eBook to meet personal needs. 
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